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ADD-ON OPTIONS:ADD-ON OPTIONS:
engagement session: $700 (2 hours)

additional time - wedding: $500 hour | $300 half-hour
photobooth w/social sharing: $799 two hours | $200 additional hour

heirloom album (linen): $900 (15 spreads/50 images)
duplicate/parent albums: $600 heirloom 

boudoir session: $575 (2 hours)

ALL                        COLLECTIONS INCLUDE

jill tiongco heun + a second photographer
high resolution image gallery

full downloading/printing rights
(choose between 6, 8, 10 hours below)

theSIX // $4,450theSIX // $4,450
6 consecutive hours of coverage

theEIGHT // $5,450theEIGHT // $5,450
8 consecutive hours of coverage

$100 album credit 

theTEN // $6,450theTEN // $6,450
10 consecutive hours of coverage

$200 album credit 

elopements // $2,800elopements // $2,800
4 consecutive hours of coverage

includes ONE photographer
(+ everything else listed above)



two JTP team photographers 
high resolution image gallery

full downloading/printing rights
(choose between 6, 8, 10 hours below)

theSIX // $3,950theSIX // $3,950
6 consecutive hours of coverage

theEIGHT // $4,950theEIGHT // $4,950
8 consecutive hours of coverage

$100 album credit

theTEN // $5,950theTEN // $5,950
10 consecutive hours of coverage

$200 album credit

elopements // $2,200elopements // $2,200
4 consecutive hours of coverage

includes ONE photographer
(+ everything else listed above)

ADD-ON OPTIONS:ADD-ON OPTIONS:
engagement session: $700 (2 hours)

additional time - wedding: $500 hour | $300 half-hour
photobooth w/social sharing: $799 two hours | $200 additional hour

heirloom album (linen): $900 (15 spreads/50 images)
duplicate/parent albums: $600 heirloom 

boudoir session: $575 (2 hours)



ADD-ON OPTIONS:ADD-ON OPTIONS:
second videographer: $150/hour  

additional time - wedding: $500/hour
additional minute on creative edit: $750

1 min. social media trailer: $750

ALL JTP                 COLLECTIONS INCLUDE

one shooter with two cameras
5 minute creative edit with audio

full ceremony and speeches in separate files
digital download and viewing link

theSIX // $2,675theSIX // $2,675
6 consecutive hours of coverage

theEIGHT // $3,675theEIGHT // $3,675
8 consecutive hours of coverage

theTEN // $4,675theTEN // $4,675
10 consecutive hours of coverage

elopements // $1,600elopements // $1,600
4 consecutive hours of coverage

includes ONE photographer
(+ everything else listed above)

Video



WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS?WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS?
Let’s set up a time to meet at our studio in Logan Square and make sure we are a 
good match. A 40% deposit and signed contract are required to officially book the 
date.

WHAT DO MOST COUPLES SPEND?WHAT DO MOST COUPLES SPEND?
Couples spend between $6,000 - $8,000, on average. 

WHAT EQUIPMENT DO YOU USE, & DO YOU HAVE BACKUPS?WHAT EQUIPMENT DO YOU USE, & DO YOU HAVE BACKUPS?
We are all Canon shooters! We have backup cameras for our backup cameras. 
And we have suitcases full of equipment. Even as we’re shooting - your images are 
being saved to two separate places just in case.

HOW WILL WE RECEIVE OUR PHOTOS?HOW WILL WE RECEIVE OUR PHOTOS?
You will receive a direct link and password to your online gallery 8-10 weeks after 
the wedding. This gallery will contain all of the edited photos (typically 400-900), 
you will have the rights to download and print the photos anywhere you want, and 
can also order prints directly from the gallery.

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR SHOOTING STYLE?HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR SHOOTING STYLE?
Our style is authentic, natural, and timeless. We tell your story through our cameras. 
Capturing every moment from little smiles when no one else is looking - to the big 
moments of the first kiss, speeches, and embarrassing dance moves at the end of 
the night. We give instruction when needed (mostly during portraits and when we 
see beautiful light), but we know when to let you enjoy the moment.

ARE YOU A FULL TIME PHOTOGRAPHER?ARE YOU A FULL TIME PHOTOGRAPHER?
Yes I am! I have been a full time photographer since 2011 and have shot hundreds 
of weddings. Demand for JTP has grown like crazy, so I added some super talented 
photographers to the team to better meet the needs of more couples. 



family heirloom
Why get an album?Why get an album?
These albums are the perfect way to display your wedding photos forever and pass 
on for generations. There’s just something different about holding the photos in your 
hands, versus scrolling through on a screen. It’s an investment that will truly last a 
lifetime, and bring back emotions that a computer or phone screen just can’t. 

Heirloom albums feature a hard substrate between pages, so they don’t bend and 
ruin your images. Each page, made with true photographic printing on the Fuji Crystal 
Archival paper, lays beautifully flat, so you don’t lose any of the image in the crease. 

Heirloom Albums Include:Heirloom Albums Include:
• 50 images of your choice | 15 spreads, 30 pages
• Custom design layouts with one round of client edits
• Linen cover (leather upgrade +$100)
• Extra photos over 50 may result in additonal spreads ($60/each)

ALBUM INFORMATIONALBUM INFORMATION



ELIZABETH + KYLE //ELIZABETH + KYLE // “Jill takes incredible pictures and gets it in an efficient 
and stress-free way. She caught every subtle, unplanned, key moment of the 
night. She caught facial expressions I’ve only ever known in my mind, but now 
we have them forever in these stunning pictures. Nothing seems over posed, 
everything seems incredibly natural. Jill and her assistant were super cool and 
so fun to hang with for the whole day.”

CHELSEY + ZAC // CHELSEY + ZAC // “Jill was one of the best decisions that we made for our 
wedding. She made us feel so organized throughout the whole process and 
was very communicative. I also loved that she had her own style, the pictures 
were unlike anything I had ever seen and best of all, they were unique. If you 
are looking for someone who has an eye for this with a touch of creative edge, 
while still keeping it very classy/traditional, Jill is the best!! 

JACLYN + MARK // JACLYN + MARK // ”I had been following Jill on social media waiting for my 
special day to come and Jill was the first vendor I reached out to. Best decision 
ever. Jill exceeded my very high expectations and then some. My parents and 
I cried when we saw all the special moments she captured. She is personable, 
entertaining, professional and takes incredible photographs. Out of all of our 
vendors, Jill was my favorite. The one place you should not cut budget is pho-
tography. Jill is worth it!” 

CRYSTAL + CARLOS // CRYSTAL + CARLOS // “Jill took our engagement pictures for my husband 
and I a couple years ago and everyone (including myself of course) loved them! 
For our wedding, we made the stupid mistake of going with George Streetand 
getting pictures that lacked variety and creativity. Therefore, we asked Jill to re-
take our wedding pictures 6 months after our wedding. I’m now 100% pleased 
with our wedding pictures. She’s very hands on when she needs to be, 
very easy to work with and obviously beyond talented!”

JESS + TOM // JESS + TOM // “Wow. I can’t say enough good things about Jill from start to 
finish. From the first meeting, Jill felt like a friend we had known forever. She is 
easy going, a great listener, warm and friendly. Her communication was always 
clear, professional and prompt which really helped when I felt bogged down 
by all of the pieces of planning. During our wedding day, Jill helped my hus-
band and I feel completely at ease, giving simple directions and helping us get 
the shots we really wanted. You will not regret hiring Jill. Her work speaks for 
itself. Definitely get lost on her blog.”

BRITTANY + MATT // BRITTANY + MATT // Choosing Jill as our wedding photographer was one 
of the best decisions my husband and I made in planning our wedding.  Jill 
could not have been more friendly and accommodating, ensuring our wedding 
party felt comfortable and was having fun, all while keeping us on schedule. 
Jill’s creative vision, warm demeanor, and beautiful photos truly set her apart 
from the rest.



meet the team
Hi, I’m the Jill in JTP! Hi, I’m the Jill in JTP! 
No matter who you choose as your 
photographer, you’ll be working with 
me throughout the entire process. I do 
the consulting, planning, and editing 
for all JTP Weddings. I’m a lover of 
new experiences all over the world 
but more commonly found in Logan 
Square, snuggling with my two cats and 
boyfriend sounds like a great night, and 
I’m a closet fan of Popeyes Chicken.

I have four other photographers on 
my team - and they all share in my 
love of life and telling stories with our 
cameras. Before joining the team, 
all of these ladies - who I now call 
friends - shot with me, worked wed-
dings on their own, and have crazy 
knowledge of all camera/lighting 
equipment. 

BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY, they share in my passion. Our goal is to help you 

remember every moment of your wedding day with beautiful imagery, and for 

that beautiful imagery to evoke feelings--emotions that you felt on your wedding 

day. JTP is my heart, and these beautiful ladies are an extension of my soul. 

Wanna know more? Let’s set up a time to chat in our Logan Square studio.



lets connect


